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About Furman University and Libraries
• Private liberal arts college in Greenville, SC
• 2,700 students and 230+ faculty
• The Digital Collections Center
• 50 digital collections and digital scholarship projects 
• CONTENTdm and Digital Commons
About the Collections (Rick)
• Conducted by History professor 
and her students
• Conducted over many years 
starting in the early 2000s
• Many histories were missing files
• Required manually created 
metadata
• Conducted by Modern Languages and 
Literatures professor and her students
• Conducted in summer 2018 
• All files highly organized and named 
• Metadata easy to derive from supplied files
Files from Collections (Christy)
• Video recordings (.mov, .mp3, .mp4, .wav) 
• Audio recordings (.mp3, .mp4)
• Captions
• Transcripts
• Detailed video logs
• Translations
• Letters of consent
• Metadata
• Photographs
File Conversion and Clean-Up (Christy & Rick)
Content (Rick)
• Appropriate for the general public
Technical (Christy)
• Software used




• Detailed abstract/summary information
• Transcriptionist/translator





Transcripts and Translations (Rick)
Captions (Christy)
• What comes first? The captions or the transcripts?
• Generating captions (in-house versus outsourcing)
• Captioning best practices
• Translations







• Not dependent on monetization
• Caption upload functionality
• Ability to link to transcripts


















ir_gallery X X ?
ir_book X X X
ir_community / 
hybrid




ir_event X X X
ir_etd X ?
Digital Commons Collection (Christy)
Book Gallery Structure
• Embedded Vimeo player
• Linking to video hosted in Vimeo
• Storing transcripts
• Storing metadata
• Custom results display with thumbnails
• Customizations
Questions?
